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EFFECT OF PUMP OPERATION
FOLLOWING A SMALL BREAK

IN A PRESSURIZED WATER BJACTOR*

Jan L. Elliott, James F. Lime, aid Cordon J. E. Willcutt, Jr.

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

Small-br:ak loss-of-coolant accidents were calculated to help
determine v!,etherto trip the reactor-coolant pumps early in the accident
when the reactor scrams or to delay the pump trip (pump trip times ranged
from 450 s to no trip at all). Four-in.-diam (approximate)cold-leg breaks
in Babcock & Wilcox (B6W) and Westinghouse (~) pressurized-water reactors
were Invaetlaateilusing the Transient Reactor Analysis Code, Tk4C-PD2. The
results indicated that for a 4-in.-diam cold-leg break the optimum mode of
pump oper~tion is desqjn dependent. In terms of primary system mass
depletion, the case with no pump trip was preferable for the ~ plant,
whereas an early pump trip was preferable for the B&W plant. When the
pumps were not operating in the ~ plant, the loop seals plug8ed with
liquid, leading to a presrure buiJ.dup in the upper plenum and,
consequently,a high liquid flov through the break, The vent valves in the
R&W plant mitigated the consequences of the loop seals plugging; the effect
was enough to favor afiearly pump trip.

INTRODUCTI~N

The reactor-coolantpumps orl/offimoue han received considerable attention with
the increared IntereRt in mall-break lo!~s-of-’coolantaccidents (sBLocA),
Contro#eray arisen because, wherea~ core conling is enhanced by forced circulation,
suttained pump operution could alno cauce a higher system mass los~ thnn if the pumps
were tripped.

Analyaee baned on beet-estimat~ calculation~ with TRAC-PD2 (Ref. 1) were
performed for two 8eneric designs of prwusurized-water raactors (PWR):
Babcock 6 Wilcox (B6W) ●nd We&tin8houee (~). The TAAC 86W calculetione indicated
that for a 4-in.-diam cold-leg break more primary uyotem mans waa lost and core
uncovery was grenteet if the pump trip wa~ delmyed unPil 900 a. Several canes with
tfff@r@nt pump trip times were ~n for the W plant, ildi~ating that it wan best not

to trip the pump~ at all. Thz loop-seal ~havior }/adan important effect on the
reopon~e of the syetem when the pumps were not operatilg in the ~ plant.

Both B&W and ~ canes were run with full high-prrl’suteinjection (HPI) and full

auxiliary feedwat@r (AFW) uy~tatfiacapacity ●vailable. The ●ffect of reduced
tiafeguardowas annen~ed for the ~ plant. in this case only one half HPI and on+ nalf
AFW capacity wa~ avail~ble. Although a rod temperature increase did not occur in nnY
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of the full-safeguards cases, there was an increase in the reduced-safeguardscases.
The temperature rise was greater in the pump-trip-at-reactor-scramcase.

TRAC ANALYSIS OF B6W PLANTS

For a B&W lowered-loop plant, two smell cold-leg-break transients were
investigated; in one transient, the reactor-coolant pumps were tripped immediately
after the reactor scrammed, whereas in the other, the pump trip was d Iayed until
there wa~ substantial voiding of the primary system. fThe 0.00697 m -break size
/f).075ft ) was equivalent to 1.8% of the cold-leg flow area. Full capacity of the
I..’Iand AFW systems was available.

The TRAC model of the B&W plant includes the vent valves between the upper
plenum and downcomer. The valves can provide a flow path for steam to go directly
from the upper plenum through the downcomer to the break in the cold leg once the
pressure in the upper plenum exceeds the downcomer pressure. The model also includes
the AFW sprayed into the steam space of the once-through steam generator. HP7 and
accumulator injections were modeled at their correct locations. Further details of
the mo<~ling are presented in the appendix.

The significant events of the two SBLOCAS are presented in Table I. Neither
case had enough voids to cause cladding temperatures to exceed initial values. The
primary system mass was lower in the pump-trip-at-900-s case (Fig. 1). The operating
pumps maintained a higher pressure in the downcomer than in the upper plenum so that
the vent valves did not open until the pumps were tripped. Consequently, the
two-phase break flow contained more liquid while the pumps were in operatiou. From
about 200 s until 900 s, the vapor fraction reaching the break was higher for the
pump-trip-at-reactor-scramcase because of the open vent valves, and therefore, the
break mass flow was lower with the early pump trip. After 900 s, the vapor fraction
of the fluid leav~ng the break was approximately the same in both cases.

Event
1. Cold-leg break

TABLE
EVENTS IN B&W

w
2. Reactor-scramand

main feedwater pump tri~ 13.1 MPt!+
3* ‘1’urbinestop valve closure 13.1 KPa +
4. Auxiliary feedwater flow

~,nitiation 1301 MPn +
5. H?I initiation 10.1 MPa +
6. Accumulator initiation 4.14 MPa

In th~ vessel, the core liqu~d volume

I
TRANSIENTS

Time

QQ
~~

●

0.s s 12,7
2.5 s 14.7

40 s 52.2
10 s 50.5

1060.0

Trip at 900 s
0.0

12,7
1~4.7

52.2
35.8

.’240.0

fraction (Fig. 2) re~~ched● minfmum of
about 0,8 when the loop flows stopped at about 250 s for the pu~!;.-trip-at-reactor--
@cram case. For the delayed pump trip, the minimum of 0.38 was rt’achedat the time
of the pump trip, In tne upper level of the core, a maximum vapoi fraction of 0.9~
wan reached briefly when the phases ●eparated after the pump trip at 900 s. Tt,e
vapor fraction in the bottom level of the upper plenum ~’cached1.[1for both caaee.
After 700 s for the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case ~nd 10(10, for the
pump-trip-at-900-scase, the vent-valve flow wan almoot entirely vapor ●nd the break
flow decreaoed.
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TRAc ANALYSIS

Several pump trip times were simulated
for the W PWR. The five calculation were:

OF ~ PLANTS

with the TRAC best-estimate computer code

(1) p~mp trip at reactor scram - full HPI and AFW,
(2) pump trip at reactor scram - half HPI and APW,
(3) pump trip at 450 s -half HPI and AFW,
(4) pump trip at 600 s - full HPI and AFW, and
(5) no pump trip- full HP1and AFW.

The break size was slightly larger (0.00811 m2 or’ 0.087 ft2) than for the B&W
calculations, representing 2% of the cold-leg flow area. Modeling details are given
In the tzppendix.

Table II lists the sequence of events for pump-trip-at-reacto-scram (full HPI
and AFW) and the no-pump-trip (full HP1 and PSW) cases. The pump-trip-at-reactor-
scram case was the worst case for the ~ plant. The system mass was approximately
equal for the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case and the pump-trip-at-600-s case (full
safeguards). However, the vapor fraction in the top level of the core increased to a
much higher value in the pump-trip-at-reactor-scramcase. The no-pump-trip case had
considerably more primary system mess than any case when the pumps were tripped.
When reduced safeguards were assumed, a significantly greater cladding temperature
increase occurred with the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case. No cladding temperature
increas~ occurred for the full safeguards cases.

TABLE II
EVENTS IN ~ TRANSIENTS

Time

Event
1. Small break

No ~ump ~~= Trip at scram
—0.0 0.0

2. a. Reactor scram 13.1 BfPa+0.6 s 10.1 10.1
b. HPI initiation
c. Main feedwater termination
d. Turbine stop valve closure
on steam ganerator secondary

3. Upper plenum reached
saturation 69.0 5300

4. AFW initiation 13.1 MPa +60 s 69.5 69.5
5. Accumulator initiation 4.14 MPa 1190.0 885.0
6, Accumulator depletion 3165.0 2750.0
7. LPI inttlation 1.02 FfPa 3220.0 3000.0

The loop-~eal 3ehavior &ccounted for the major difference initially in the
system masses (Fig. 3) for the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram and no-pump-trip cases.
The loop seals plugged with liquid between 200 s and 500 s, which resulted in
high-density fluid exiting the b:eak. An>ther major difference was less accumulator
liquid lost out the break for the no-pump-trjp case. With the pumps running, enough
momentum was added t? the incoming accumulator liauld to carry most of it past the
break. The pumps maintained a two-phase mixture of uniform vapor fraction throughout
the ~ystemo which allowed it to refill substantially; when the pumps were not
operating, the fluid drained out the break, Uhen the pumps tripped at 600 s, the
loop seals plugged durinq the 700-900 s period. Again the plugging of the loop seals
caused \ large oystem mass lom~, indicating it was best to leave the pumps operating
indefinitely following a 4-in.-dfam cold-leg break. The loop-seal plu8ging when the
pump trip waa delayed until 600 s did not cause any core uncovery, however, and thus,
delaying the pump trip waa better than immediately tripping the pumps.
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Although the no-pum~p-tripcase had significantly more core uncovery (Fig. 4),
the forced flow kept the rods cooled even with consider~,blyless primary sy~tem mass.
Tripp?ng the pumps at 600 s caused immediate phase separation and t~.ecore filled
with liquid.

Explanation of Loop-Seal PluR~i~

A detailed discussion of loop seals is given bcause they had G large effect
when the pumps were not operatit?g. With the aid of pig. 5, the loop seal bhavlor
may be summarized as follows:

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

loop seala fill with liquid;
boiling in the core increasea the pressur? in the upper plenum;

increased pressure exerts a force on the liquid level in the core and in the
loop seal;
both liquid levels decrease;
when the level decreases to the bottom of the loop seal, the loop seal clears
of lfquid; and
this clearing createn a vent path for the steam generated in the core and the
core liquid level recovers.

Effect of Upper-Plenum-to-DowncomerBypass.——

Because the loop-seal plugging atronfjlyaffected the primary system mass, btudy
of the upper-plenum-to-downcomerbypass f~.owWNS warranted. This bypu8s could have a
large effect nfter the pumps trip if sufficient steam was vented through the bypass
to prevent the preesure buildup in th! upper plenum while the loop seals were
plugged. Primary-system mass would not ‘>edepicted as much as in the original pump-
A—. .- —. . . .-..
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The bypass is present because the hot leg is not welded to the core-barrei
assembly. To make repairs to the internals of the core-barrel assembly, the
capability must exist to lift the assembly out of the vessel. Thus, the hot leg fits
snugly against the core-barrel assembly but a bypass flow amounting to 1-2% of the
loop flow paakes directly from the downcomer to the upper plenum during steady-state
operation.

An exact value for the bypass flow area was not known. In this calculation, the
area was adjusted to give a by?ass flow of 1.2% during steady-state operation. This
corresponded to a gap width of 0.001 m (40 roil).

While the loop seals were plugged, only slight differences existed between the
calculations with and without bypass. The bypass slightly alleviated the pressure
buildup in the upper plenum so that less liquid was forced nut the break from the
downcomer. The flow through the bypass was 10 kg/s of two-phase mixture.

Surprisingly, after the loop seals cleared, significant differences were seen
during accumulator injection. Without the bypass, the sl-eamgenerated in the core
and subsequent pressure increase In the upper plenum exerted a downward force on the
fluid in the core, resulting in less liquid in the vessel. With the bypass modeled,
the pressure in the downcomer and upper plenum equilibrated allowing the liquid level
in the upper plenum to rise as high as the hot legs. This amounted to about
15 000 kg of additional mass in the vessel and could be important in keeping the core
cooled.

Figure 3 compares the primary system ❑ass for the other modes of pump operation.
The primary system mass for the pump-trip-at-reactor-scramcase with bypass is closer
to the no-pump-trip case without bypass. Because the pumps were not operating,
refill could still be expected to be as slow as in the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram
case without bypass.

Effect of Reduced Safeguards

when licensing assumptions were used (one-half WI and A)?W), the rod
temperatures increased significantly (Fig. 6). The primary system mass was lower in
both reduced-safeguardscases because of the reduced HFI. The effect of the uncovery
was greatest in the pump-trip-at-reactor-scramcase because the top of the core was
completely uncovered. With the pumps operating, liquid was circulated through the
core. With full HPI, even though the pumps were not operating, there was enough
liquid to cover the core.

SUMMARY

The difference in che results for the two generic designs of plants for the
pump-trip-at-reactor-scramcase is directly related to the presence of the loop seals
and the vent valvs+s. With the loop seals filled in the ~ plant, there is no vent
path for the stem generated in the core. The upper-plenum-to-downcomf,rbypass
provides little prtssure relief. Thus, in the ~ plant, liquid is forced out the
break as the pressure increases in the upper plenum (lig. 7). In the B&W pls,,t, the

vent valves provide a path for the steam and a high-quality mixture flows out the

break, even with the loop seals plugged (Fig. 8).
In conclusion, for a 4-in.-diam break, the time of the pump trip does not

significantly affect the fuel rod temperatures (except when reduced safeguards were
assumed). The presence of vent valves mitigates the consequences of loop-seal
plugging. TRAC-PL!2calculations of B&W and ~ planta indicate that for a 4-in.-diam
cold-leg break early pump trip is optimum for B6W plants and no pump trip is optimum

for~ plants.
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APPENDIX

B&W Modeling Details—.

Figure Al shows the TRAC noding diagram
both the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram and the
represents the loop with the cold-leg break.
pressurizer connection, the steam generator,

for the B6W lowered-loop model used for
pump-trip-at-900-s transients. Loop A
That loop includes the hot leg with the
and two cold legs (one intact and one

with the break). Each loop-A cold leg includes a loop seal, a pump, and an WI
connection. The reactor-coolant pumps are modeled using the Loss-Of-L4uid Test
Facility (LOFT) pump characteristics built into TRAC but scaled with Three-14ile-
Island-2 pump data. The break Is located in one loop-A cold leg between the HPI
connection and the vessel. Loop B represents the unbro!cenloop. It is similar to
loop A except that there is no break or pressurizer and the cold legs are combined to
increase calculational efficiency.

The vessel was modeled using four azimuthal segments, two radial segments, and
nine axial levels. The nine levels includt?two in the lower plenum, four active core
levels, two levels in the upper plenum to permit the vent valves to be above the hot-
and cold-leg connections in case of water level changes, and an upper head. The

accumulator and LPI connections are at the top level of the upper plenum.
The secondary side of each steam generator was attached to the main feedwater

inlet, the auxiliary feedwater inlet, and a long pfpe to the steam outlet with a side
connection to a safety valve that vents to the atmosphere.

man@i)I

uo.pJ@

t- A Ltm #

Fig. Al. B&W system schematic.



WModelin& Details

A Westinghouse four-loop PWR is modeled
given in Fig. A2. The vessel consists of
plenum. fcur’in the core, one for t’neupper

in this study. The system schematic is
eight axial levels: two in the lower
plenum, and one representing the upper

~ead. ‘The vessel is divided into two rad_ialrings and azimuthally into a one-quartzr
segment for the broken-loop connections and a three-quarters sc~ent for the
intact-loops connections. The intact loops have been combined into one loop, which
contains the pres ,urizer. The break is I.cated downstream from the pump between the
HPI inlet and the vessel.

---- - n’ -i
KlOP H fli tuP\uiR&riIIman

CObtt~ED
“.. -.
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Fig. A2. ~ system schematic.


